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Foreword

1

SAVCA’s vision is to be the champion of private equity and venture capital in Southern Africa. In June 2017, SAVCA
launched the SAVCA 2017 Private Equity Industry Survey. This SAVCA 2017 Venture Capital Industry Survey seeks to
compliment that survey.
This fourth SAVCA VC Survey points towards a substantial strengthening in the position and impact of investors in VC
deals. This observation is based on the growth in both the number of VC investors and the number of reported deals
concluded over the period 2014 to 2016 in comparison to the prior three-year period.
Investor preferences are balanced across different stages of the VC investment cycle, as well as spread over a large
number of business sectors. Emerging sectors, drawing investment attention to fintech and both business and consumer
services, are creating cluster benefits, which in turn will intensify investment activity and potential returns. This is evident
from the number of deals concluded by early stage investors, particularly Angel Investors, in such sectors.
With the introduction and improvement of Section 12J tax deductible investments, although not limited only to
investments in the VC asset class, we have seen greater flow of capital to VC and from a broader base of individual investors.
Through Section 12J, more VC investors, not limited to high net worth individuals, are willing to participate in the VC
eco-system. Data from SARS informs that the uptake of individual investors into Section 12J VCs at February 2017 totalled
892 investors. This is reflective of the way in which VC, which was traditionally limited to a small number of investors, is
now opening to a much larger pool of individuals and companies.
Angel investment in Southern Africa is an important source of capital for early stage businesses and this 2017 Survey
records that angel activity is emerging from its fringe status to present attractive investment opportunities for high net worth
individuals. This angel investment is strengthened through easier access to entrepreneurial business opportunities and
networking, and should escalate with better information sharing between Angel Investors and other members of the VC
eco-system. Appendix 1 of this survey is dedicated to angel investment.
The overall positive outlook of the VC asset class, as reported by fund managers and Angel Investors participating in this SAVCA
VC Survey, is indicative of a significant improvement from previous years, and an expectation of even further development
and growth in the coming years.

Tanya van Lill
CEO: SAVCA
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Highlights

2

• The standout theme of this SAVCA VC Survey is the significant increase in capital employed in the VC asset class,
especially during 2016.
• The reported value of VC investments made during 2016 was R872 million (2015: R372 million), an increase of 134%.
The total number of investments increased from 93 in 2015 to 114 in 2016, an increase of 23%.
• The increase in sources of funding from 2015 to 2016, may be summarised as follows:
o
o
o

new fund managers, not active prior to 2015, invested in excess of R334 million of which R312 million was invested
in 2016 and R22 million in 2015;
established fund managers invested some R418 million in follow-on investments into existing portfolios. R291 million
was invested in 2016 and R127 million in 2015; and
Angel Investors invested approximately R89 million, of which R44 million was invested in 2016 and R45 million in 2015.

• At the end of 2016, the Southern African VC asset class had the following main attributes:
o R3.5 billion invested in 461 deals;
o investments managed by 53 different fund managers, up from 36 in 2015; and
o fund managers involving a more diversified range of operating structures and investment mandates.
• 14 exits took place in 2016 compared to eight in 2015.
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Highlights

Contribution by stage of the deal; by value of deals, all deals still invested
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Location of investee company head office; by value of deals, all deals still invested
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Venture Capital
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• Venture capital is financing that investors provide to businesses, in the start-up and early growth phases, that they believe
have long term, high growth potential. These are deals predominantly funded by equity. For start-ups without access to
capital markets, venture capital is an essential source of funding. Risk is typically high for investors.
• The need for VC stems from the specific requirements of such businesses, and from the value add role that experienced
VC fund managers can play in structuring, supporting and nurturing those businesses.
• VC is not limited to investments in high-technology type businesses but also to other sectors where above-average
growth and associated returns may be found. In such instances, high-growth returns are underpinned by other factors
such as access to large untapped markets, or by differentiators such as exclusive operating licences or comparable
enablers that give the investments substantial advantages over their peers. High-tech businesses nevertheless remain
a primary source of high-growth returns for VC investors. New investment vehicles and regulatory incentives such as
Section 12J in South Africa as well as emerging market opportunities across the continent continue to broaden the
type of VC investors active in the asset class, as well as the business focus and sectors where investments are made.
• The following four categories of venture capital were used in this SAVCA VC Survey:
o Seed Funding: The initial capital used to start a business. Seed Funding is often sourced from company founders’
personal assets and/or from friends and family. Seed Funding is typically used to pay for preliminary operations
such as market research and product development. Seed Funding is not usually provided by VC fund managers in
Southern Africa.
o Start-up Capital: Early funding used for setting up operations (hiring staff, renting office space, equipping the
production system and working capital), commercialising intellectual property and other start-up activities.
o Development Capital (mostly pre-revenue deals): Finance used after Start-up Capital to further launch the business
and to support growth in market share in order to become profitable.
o Growth Capital (post-revenue deals): Funding used to assist established but still high-risk ventures in expanding
activity such as launching into foreign markets, creating new product/technology lines, accelerating production
and/or acquiring competitors.
• This SAVCA VC Survey used the following VC investor classifications, which include:
o Angel Investors: High-net worth individuals who inject funding for start-ups in exchange for ownership equity or
convertible debt.
o Captive Funds: Funds in which one shareholder contributes most of the funding, typically where a corporate or
parent organisation allocates funds to the Captive Fund from its own internal resources. Captive Funds may be
subsidiaries of or divisions within financial institutions or industrial companies.
– Captive Government: Funds primarily sourced from a government department or public body.
– Captive Corporate: Funds primarily sourced from a corporate entity such as a listed company.
– Captive Other: Funds sourced from family offices.
o Independent Funds: Funds managed by fund managers in which third parties are the main source of capital and in
which no one investor holds a majority stake.
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• At the end of 2016, the Southern African VC asset class had the following main attributes:
o
o
o

R3.5 billion invested in 461 deals;1
investments managed by 53 different fund managers, up from 36 in 2015; and
fund managers involving a diversified range of operating structures and investment mandates.

• The number of active fund managers was based on the SAVCA VC Survey participants and an additional 25 entities having
active portfolios recorded in previous SAVCA VC Surveys and/or having announced VC deals through formal media releases.
Only deals specifically disclosed to SAVCA as part of this SACVA VC Survey have been included in the survey data.
• Captive Government, while comprising 23% of deals by number, comprise 39% of deals by value. Similarly, Angel Investors
comprise 30% of deals by number but only 6% by value.

Fig 1a: Contribution by fund manager type; by deal value, all deals still invested
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Fig 1b: Contribution by fund manager type; by number of deals, all deals still invested
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The total number of disclosed deals from 2000 to June 2017 in which the investors are still invested
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• The largest VC fund manager portfolio is R414 million with seven deals and is held by a Captive Fund. Government
has invested R1.28 billion through three government sponsored Captive Funds.

Fig 2a: Portfolio value per SAVCA VC Survey participant
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Fig 2b: Portfolio number per SAVCA VC Survey participant
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• The current active portfolio of all disclosed deals indicate that fund managers target the full spectrum of the VC
lifecycle, ranging from Seed Funding to Growth Capital. Seed Funding comprises a small component of the
overall portfolio of deals, but early stage deals (Seed Funding and Start-up Capital combined) make up half of all
deals concluded to date by number and 40% by value. Growth Capital, by comparison, comprises 37% in number
and 36% in value of disclosed deals.

Fig 3a : Contribution by stage of the deal; by value of deals, all deals still invested
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Fig 3b: Contribution by stage of the deal; by number of deals, all deals still invested
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• The average investment size in the full portfolio is R7.8 million, adjusted to R10.6 million if angel deals are excluded,
with the latter typically involving smaller deal investments.
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• Deals involving the ICT sectors account for the largest portion of investments (30% of all deals concluded by number of
deals and approximately 17% by value of deals), Life Sciences (Biotechnology, Health and Medical Devices) comprise a
substantial component of the active portfolio (19% by number and approximately a quarter by value of all deals),
predominantly held by Captive Government fund managers. Business and Consumer Services make up the third largest
component of active investments, totalling 16% by number and some 11% by value.

Fig 4a: Sector allocation by value of deals
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Fig 4b: Sector allocation by number of deals
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• The following graph highlights the average deal size of total portfolios per investment sector and illustrates the capital
intensity of sectors such as Energy, Life Sciences and setting up Financial Services (non Fintech) businesses.

Fig 4c: Average deal value per sector over the period 2000 to 2016
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• Investors operating from Gauteng and the Western Cape in South Africa dominate the Southern African VC asset class.
The rest of Southern Africa draws little interest from VC investors with only a few deals recorded from Kwazulu-Natal.
The Western Cape represents the largest number of deals in the active VC portfolio with Gauteng recording the greatest
value of VC fund managers invested in active VC portfolios.
• A total undrawn committed capital quantum is not representative of funds available for investment in VC as the
majority of investors polled in this SAVCA VC Survey operate from deal by deal draw-down facilities and may not enjoy a
committed fund structure. Although the majority of respondents reported a high confidence in obtaining further funds for
new deals, each new deal is subject to approval by investment committees or similar processes involved in approving
new funding.

Fig 5a: Location of investee company head office; by value of deals, all deals still invested
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Fig 5b: Location of investees’ company head office; by number of deals, all deals still invested
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• The increase in sources of funding from 2015 to 2016, may be summarised as follows:
o
o
o

new fund managers, not active prior to 2015, invested in excess of R334 million of which R312 million was invested
in 2016 and R22 million in 2015;
established fund managers invested some R418 million in follow-on investments into existing portfolios. R291 million
was invested in 2016 and R127 million in 2015; and
Angel Investors invested approximately R89 million, of which R44 million was invested in 2016 and R45 million in 2015.

• A major portion of the growth in the VC asset class is attributed to fund managers that have been in operation prior to
2015 which continue to allocate capital through a combination of new deals and follow-on investments.
• A substantial amount of new funding recorded for VC investments is attributable to the growth in the number of new
investors entering the VC asset class and the inclusion of data from VC investors that did not previously participate in
SAVCA VC Surveys. The latter mainly comprises Angel Investors and Independent Fund Managers accessing funding from
a variety of local and international sources.
• The number of investors invested in the Southern African VC asset class and disclosing activity increased from 36
recorded in the SAVCA 2015 Survey to 53 in this SAVCA VC Survey.
• This SAVCA VC Survey is the first to reflect deals from fund managers which have established funds to benefit from the
Section 12J tax incentive.
• The formation of new VCs, which have been established to benefit from the Section 12J tax incentive, resulted in a
significant influx of new capital into the VC asset class. SARS recorded R1.8 billion raised by 49 investment vehicles
registered for the tax incentive, having already invested into 56 qualifying companies. Not all of these Section 12J
investment vehicles focus on VC as an asset class. Nevertheless a material allocation from the R1.8 billion raised is
expected to find its way into VC investments.
• The uptake of individual investors into Section 12J VCs at February 2017 totalled 892 investors. This is reflective of the
way in which VC, which was traditionally limited to a small number of investors, is now opening to a much larger pool
of individuals and companies.
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Investment activity

• The reported value of VC investments made during 2016 was R872 million (2015: R372 million), an increase of 134%.
The total number of investments increased from 93 in 2015 to 114 in 2016, an increase of 23%.
• The average deal size of new investments increased from R4.0 million in 2015 to R7.6 million in 2016.
• By value in 2016, 67% (2015: 32%) of VC deals were categorised as Growth Capital while Seed Funding and Start-up
Capital totalled 42% (2015: 53%).
• Of the deals recorded in 2016 by number of deals, approximately 46% (2015: 37%) were categorised as Growth Capital
compared to 42% (2015: 53%) categorised as Seed Funding and Start-up Capital.
• The graphs of investment activity provide a 10 year overview and annual totals by value of deals and by number of deals
recorded for the years 2007 to 2016.
• Over the 10 year period from 2007 to 2016, 538 VC deals were recorded for a total investment of R3.6 billion. This is an
average deal size of R6.8 million per VC deal with an average number of 54 deals per annum.
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Fig 6b:
7a: Investments per year for years 2007 to 2016, by value (ZAR million)
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• The substantial increase in the value invested for the year, from R183 million in 2013, growing by 49% to R273 million
in 2014, is attributable to fund managers making new and follow-on investments.
• In 2015, a further substantial increase was evident in the value of investments with a 37% year-on-year increase
compared to 2014, with a marginally decreased number of investments. The same investors were responsible for the
majority of deals during 2014 and 2015, with a rise in the average deal value mainly due to larger deal-sizes
involved in follow-on investments by fund managers into existing portfolios.
significant increase in capital employed in the VC asset class,
• The standout theme of this SAVCA VC Survey is the significant
especially during 2016.
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Fig 6c:
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financial crisis in 2008, the Southern African VC asset class
• Following a decrease in VC investment activity after the financial
flow and investment activity towards the latter part of 2013. This was evident in the
experienced an increase in deal flow
increase in the number of deals from 27 in 2013 growing to 98 in 2014.
• The number of deals by Angel Investors accounted for the large increase in the number of the total deals in 2014, but
contributed marginally by value, given the nature of individual Angel Investors to invest in smaller amounts at an
firms.
earlier stage of the investment, in comparison to larger VC firms.
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Investment activity

• The shift in sector preferences is reflected in figure 8 below
2012

Fig 8: Sector allocation per year, based on number of deals concluded
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• ICT comprises approximately 27% of deals concluded in 2016 (2015: 38%) while Business Products & Services comprise
12% in 2016 (2015: 8%) and Manufacturing comprises some 13% in 2016 (2015: 10%).
• ICT is historically a key focus area for South African VC investors. However, the number of deals involving ICT as a
specific sector has decreased year-on-year from a high of 44% of all deals in 2013 (60% by value), to 27% in 2016 (14%
by value). This can be attributed to respondents changing sector classification from ICT to business sector classifications.
This attribution is supported by the growth of deals declared for Business and Consumer Services, comprising almost 20%
of the number of all deals concluded in 2016.
• This SAVCA VC Survey was the first year in which respondents had the opportunity to categorise deals as Fintech
Specific, which option was not previously available. Some deals that may have been disclosed in previous years as
Financial Services, eCommerce or payment technologies may now have been categorised as Fintech Specific.
• Deals relating to Fintech Specific were especially prevalent in the Western Cape, which has seen the emergence of
a strong Fintech Specific cluster. This shift is noticeable in the number of deals concluded rather than the value of deals
concluded, as Fintech Specific deals involve early stage deals where the investment amounts are significantly smaller
than later stage VC investments such as those for industrialisation and full market rollout.
• Investment into the Energy sector mirrors the global cool down, which recorded a high of 6% by value of all deals
recorded in 2012, to 1% in 2016. Manufacturing historically made up a substantial component by value of deal allocation,
growing to be the largest sector by number of deals in 2016. This is driven primarily by Captive Government investment
activity involving setting up advanced manufacturing capacity, scaling plants and equipment to expand manufacturing
capacity, and pursuing job creation in a sector that is traditionally a strong focus of South Africa’s industrialisation agenda.
• Electronic hardware and similar type business activities, including medical devices, have lost ground to Software and
services driven opportunities. This is an indication of the growth in emerging sectors such as Fintech Specific and
technology-enabled services, drawing the majority of new investments.
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• Deals completed with Gauteng head offices received the largest value of investments in 2016 compared to other
provinces and countries in Southern Africa, with an almost four-fold increase compared to 2015.
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Rest of SA
Southern Africa (non SA)

Fig 9a: Location of investee company head office by value of deals concluded
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2015

2016

• The Western Cape is the head office location of investee companies for the largest number of deals per year, from 2014 to
2016, with Gauteng doubling the number of deals between 2015 and 2016. In 2016, a number of investments were
reported by participating fund managers involving deals outside of South Africa.
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Fig 9b: Location of investee company head office by number of deals concluded
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Fig 10: Equity preferences for years 2014 to 2016
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• The majority of VC investors prefer to remain as minority shareholders.
• Some investors, either by virtue of follow-on rounds, or by choice, end up with 100% equity stakes in some of the
investments concluded.
• This graph is not representative of all the survey participants, as only one third of respondents disclosed their equity stake.
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Exits

• 14 exits took place in 2016 compared to eight in 2015.
• 38 exit events were reported to have taken place between 2012 and 2016.
• Of the exits recorded from 2012 until the end of 2016, approximately 55% of deals were exited profitably.
• Trade sales remain the preferred exit route, with sales to management being the second most preferred exit method.

Fig 11: Number of exits reported per year
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The list of firms operating in the Southern African VC asset class include those listed below. SAVCA has only listed
firms that have given consent.

4Di Capital*
Action Hero Ventures
AngelHub Ventures*
ASOCapital*
Blue Garnet Investments
Business Partners*
Capricorn Capital Partners
Clifftop Colony Capital Partners
Earth Capital
Edge Growth*
Grindstone Accelerator
Grovest*
HBD Venture Capital
HL Hall and Sons Investments
Horizen Investments
IDF Capital*
Industrial Development Corporation of South Africa Limited (New Industries SBU)*
Invenfin*
Jozi Angels
Kalon Venture Partners*
Kigeni Energy
Kingson Capital Partners*
KNF Ventures*
Knife Capital*
Laudian Franchise Management One*
Lucid Ventures
National Empowerment Fund
Newtown Partners*
Quona Capital
Savant Capital
Team Africa Ventures
Technology Innovation Agency
Westbrooke Alternative Rental Income Assets Limited*
*

SAVCA full members
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Objectives and methodology
• This SAVCA VC Survey process entailed gathering and processing data through questionnaires and interviews
with VC fund managers and other investors conducting VC type investments.
• The approach to this survey was similar to the bottom-up methodology used in previous SAVCA VC Surveys covering
the periods 2000 to 2010, 2009 to 2012 and 2011 to 2015: verifiable data and information about completed VC deals
were collected and reviewed.
Survey scope and attributes
• A comprehensive survey questionnaire was used, probing a large number of attributes about:
o

VC funds (fund origin, ownership, contributions, location, structure, portfolio details);

o

VC fund managers (team, location, mandate, source of funds, funds under management, management fees,
experience, fund raising activities, deal flow and investment history, exit strategy and history); and

o

outlook of, and suggestions as to, the development and future of the VC industry in Southern Africa.

o

Information excluded from survey data:
– The VC asset class globally is comprised of VC type deals made by both individuals and firms. Much of the actual
deal flow is not publicly known, as there are limited regulatory and similar formal processes to require disclosure
of investment activity by VC investors /fund managers. This is even more so given that individual investors
operating in their personal capacity drive a large proportion of the VC asset class. Many investors, especially
private individuals prefer to operate anonymously. There is also a substantial number of unreported deals
facilitated by independent fund managers, where the details of these deals are not disclosed due to strict
confidentiality limitations enacted on such fund managers by their respective investors. Data obtained through
surveys of any VC asset class does not therefore reflect the full extent of VC investment activity within a region.
– Known investors active in the Southern African VC industry, in addition to those listed on the SAVCA Members’
Directory, include Angel Investors, corporate investors, enterprise development agencies,and government backed
institutions such as those within the ambit of the DSBD and the TIA.
– Deals that entail no equity risk are excluded from this survey.
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Glossary
DSBD

Department of Small Business Development

DTI

Department of Trade and Industry

Fintech

Computer programs and other technology used to support or enable banking and
financial services

ICT

Information and Communications Technology, a combination of eCommerce,
Electronics/Instrumentation, Media/entertainment, Security Technology, Software
and Telecommunications

ROI

Return on Investment

SARS

South African Revenue Service

SAVCA

Southern African Venture Capital and Private Equity Association

Section 12J

Section 12J of the South African Income Tax Act

TIA

Technology Innovation Agency

VC

Venture capital.

SAVCA VC Survey

SAVCA 2017 Venture Capital Survey
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Angel investment in Southern Africa
1. Overview
• The SAVCA VC Survey obtained insights about angel investment in Southern Africa. Obtaining data relating to angel
deals in Southern Africa presents a unique challenge, given that contact details of Angel Investors are not publicly
available. Angel Investors are not officially obligated to disclose their investments and networking amongst locally
active Angel Investors has only become more prevalent in the past few years due to the formation of various angel
associations and interest groups.
• Caution should be taken when interpreting the results of this Appendix 1 of this SAVCA VC Survey as the number of
respondents may not provide the full universe of Angel Investors. The results do, however, offer useful insights into the
preferences and investment attributes of Angel Investors.
• The purpose of this Appendix 1 to the SAVCA VC Survey was to inform the scope and nature of angel investment in
Southern Africa. The information below includes all responses received to date, thus also including data up to June
2017, except where explicitly indicated to the contrary.
• There were 25 respondents to this Appendix 1 of this SAVCA VC Survey.2

2. Angel Investor profile
• Investment and management echelons top the professional background of Angel Investors,
• 37% of respondents are full-time Angel Investors,
• one third of Angel Investors remain employed full time in their primary careers.

Fig 12: Professional background
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A similar survey in 2015 had nine respondents.
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Angel investment in Southern Africa
Fig 13: Age groups
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• Almost two thirds of Angel Investors are below the age of 50.
• Men dominate the investment category with only one respondent being female.
• 90% of respondents were South African born, with half of respondents based in the Western Cape and the other half
based in Gauteng.

Fig 14: Primary motivation
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• The majority of Angel Investors invest to achieve the d
desired returns, as ROI was selected by 74% of respondents as
the primary motivation
ivation to invest.
• Mentoring and Social Impact each featured str
strongly as main drivers of angel investment in Southern Africa.
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3. Funds under management 3

Fig 15: Angel Investor deals per year
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• Deals to the value of R122 million were completed by Angel Investors.
• The value of deals still invested in Angel Investor portfolios is currently R271 million.
• Average value of individual Angel Investor portfolios is R8 million.
• There were 112 Angel Investor deals disclosed.
• The average number of individual Angel Investor portfolios is six deals.
• Angel Investors of the Southern African VC asset class are not only an important deal creation mechanism, but also a
financially significant segment of the funding available to start-up and high-growth entrepreneurially driven businesses.
• The largest portfolio of an Angel Investor declared was 40 investments. However, the majority of Angel Investors
had considerably smaller portfolios with an average of six deals to the value of R8 million per investor. This amounts
to around R1.5 million per investment with R20 million reported as the single largest deal.
• 54% of Angel Investor deals were for investment amounts smaller than R500 000, 14% between R500 000 and R1 million,
and the balance of all deals disclosed ranged between R1 million and R20 million.

3

Survey information from 2014 to date.
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Angel investment in Southern Africa
Fig 16: Sector preference
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• Angel Investors indicated a preference for sectors underpinned by software and involving services. Fintech Specific
related applications (17% of total) was selected as the most preferred sector for current angel investment.
• The remaining top sectors attracting angel investment include Business Products & Services (12%), Software (11%),
Consumer Products & Services (9%) and eCommerce (8%).
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Fig 17: Angel Investors versus fund managers by stage of the deal, all deals still invested
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• The overlap in sectors between those favoured by Angel Investors and those of traditional VC fund managers indicate
that there is significant investment into the same sectors, albeit at different stages of the value-cycle.
• Angel Investors reported a general preference for earlier investment of Seed Funding and Start-up Capital than other VC
peers. This does not exclude later stage VC investments, especially in more established sectors such as Food & Beverages,
and services, where respondents disclosed substantial later stage VC deals.

4. Source of funding
• 85% of Angel Investors use their own funds for investments.
• A number of Angel Investors are willing to supplement their own capital with other sources, with only one respondent
making use of third-party funds to conduct investments.
• Angel Investors prefer to invest in syndicates.
• This is important for those seeking capital from Angel Investors, with only two respondents from 19 preferring to invest
alone. The recipient of angel investment will therefore have to structure a working relationship with more than one
investor.
5. Investment activity
• Two thirds of respondents expect deal flow for angel specific deals to be sourced from the Western Cape.
• Deal flow is almost exclusively through own networks with only one respondent making use of social media and
online resources to source deals.
• Only one respondent made use of the Section 12J tax incentive. Respondents to this Appendix 1 were for the most part
of the view that the Section 12J tax incentive was not applicable to their investment preferences, or were unaware of the
tax incentive.
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Fig 18: Time to complete due diligence
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• 75% of due diligences (time from proposal to investment) were reportedly completed in less than three months,
• approximately half of respondents reporting satisfaction with the quality and use of due diligence investigations.

Fig 19: Due diligence satisfaction
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6. Exits
• 10 exits were reported over the period 2014 to 2016.
• 78% of respondents indicated that they were satisfied with the returns and/or that their investment objectives were
achieved.
• Most Angel Investors are open to exit through whatever means necessary and are reportedly not too concerned
with the available options for exits.
• The vast majority foresee trade sales as the primary exit opportunity.
• 63% of the respondents to this Appendix 1 expect to exit from one or more deals in the next 12 months.

Fig 20: Exits planned in the next 12 months
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Proudly championing
private equity and
venture capital

SAVCA is proud to represent an industry exemplified by its dynamic and principled people, and
whose work is directed at supporting economic growth, development and transformation.
SAVCA was founded in 1998 with the guiding purpose of playing a meaningful role in the Southern African venture
capital and private equity industry. Over the years we’ve stayed true to this vision by engaging with regulators and
legislators, providing relevant and insightful research on aspects of the industry, offering training on private equity
and venture capital, and creating meaningful networking opportunities for industry players.
We’re honoured to continue this work on behalf of the industry.
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